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About This Game

The township of Huckleberry has fallen into chaos! Undead roam freely and a sinister cult seek to bring on the end of the world.

 A match puzzle game with RPG elements. Set in a post apocalyptic world where survivors must band together.

 Use a full arsenal of weapons and explosives as you journey to put an end to the fall of Huckleberry.

A new match 3 mechanic that combines Tetris like shapes with Bomberman blasts

Charge up your amulets of power to unleash devastating spells
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100+ handcrafted levels of zombie blasting fun

Master 8 game modes as you journey to find the origin of the outbreak

Battle fearsome bosses for big rewards

Rescue survivors each with unique talents that can be tailored to your play style

Compete against your friends and earn your way onto the leader boards
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Art: 10\/10
Gameplay: 8\/10
Story: 7\/10
Plot: 11\/10

DLC is fantastic. It's cool but lower the price please! To get this game you must pay too much! Please lower the price!
. Alright they removed megabots, they added this trash crate system, and the community is cancer. This game used to be fun. I
like mystery games but this ones storry was not so intheresting as i thoght. There could be changed some things.. It is as
advertised, but to be completely honest, I personally only bought this because it said "Crusader Kings 2 dlc" when I clicked on
it. I didn't buy this because of the portraits or Mongol units, I doubt I'll spend much time in the basin even with Horse Lords.
They look like mongols though, and it's quality, so if that's what you're looking for it's there. I didn't buy this for early Frankish
units, because we already had early units, and the start dates before 1066 are kind of iffy anyway. I didn't buy this for the Italian
units, although it was pretty great that they got to stop being Iberian after they stopped being French. I didn't even buy this for
the music scores, which are excellent as always. Setting apart cultures to give a unique experience is nice. Those other things are
nice, and with a few glaring exceptions, they're always nice, and if you want those things and think they're worth six dollars
because Paradox decided they should all be sold together under one label, I couldn't recommend this more, but if you're buying
this for the same reasons I did, I'd recommend waiting until it goes on sale. Your wallet will thank you.. I dont usually review
games but this one is incredible!
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Honestly not one of the better games that Artifex Mundi have put out. It takes a lot of the classic Artifex Mundi puzzles and
techniques and uses them so sloppily that you really have to wonder if they put any thought into it at all, or just tossed them in
there because, hey, that's what these games do, right? The whole game is a mess. It's playable, and that's really the only praise I
can give it.. Bullshot is a run'n'gun game with lots of 360\u00b0 shooting and a little bit of platforming. With its Duke Nukem
style, Terminator references and pre-rendered 3D art style in the vein of Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee, Bullshot titillates the
nostalgia fibre of the late 90s. Quite a nice change of pace from all the pixel shooters we have seen in the recent years.

While the design is really nice and the levels look good, some early levels are really dark and it gets hard to see where the
ladders necessary for progress are located (they should have been colored, rather than left black). Furthermore, it can sometimes
become difficult to tell apart the enemies from the background, but at least they shoot to politely make their presence known
(unlike those pesky passive ladders). The horror culminates in the Sewers level, really hard to navigate, no checkpoints and insta-
death toxic pools. No wonder less than 4% of the players made it past this level. After the Sewers, the next levels are much
better. Gorgeous, easier to navigate and with a better level design.

Another issue with this game is the core gunplay. Most weapons are garbage, they have a low range and slow rate of fire. Worst
than that, there is no dedicated key for each one, the player has to switch between them one by one. Only the missile launcher is
more fun to play, but it has a very limited amount of ammo. This leaves us with the base weapon, a machinegun that is very
efficient (fast, long range) and it becomes a crutch for clearing the levels. Except that the feeling of this weapon is non-existent.
It has no weight to the shots, completely braindead to use. Perhaps a slower time of flight and lower rate of fire would have
made the gunplay feel more interesting. The games BUTCHER and RIVE do a much better job in that department.

The rest of the game mechanics are fairly good, with the ability to charge enemies for an insta-kill (beware, some of them can
explode on your face!) and a cover button to hide in the background (can be used anywhere). These features give extra tools for
the fights. There is also a bit of variety in the intermission levels, like riding a bike or controlling a mecha. The game can be
finished in about 4h, but since it is very cheap this is not really a problem. The levels all look cool and different, and added to
the final bloodbath it all makes for a very satisfying adventure despite the lackluster beginning. What's missing also is spicing up
the arenas\/waves, very few run'n'guns are actually successful in that department (RIVE).

As a conclusion, I do not think Bullshot is a good game because its main activity (the shooting) is not very well done.
Furthermore, the early levels are hard to navigate and really lack checkpoints. However, the rest of the game is actually a solid
foundation and shows that this is not a bad game. It has a lot of potential, so I hope that the developers will take heed from the
criticism, improve their formula and create an amazing game.

I am trying not to take the price into account as to whether to recommend or not, but needless to say that at dirt cheap you can
take it just for the art style. I find it hard to give it a thumbs up, I wish there was a "neutral" button because Bullshot does not
deserve a thumbs down either.

Here is the video review:
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=808012232

For more reviews by me (and a few others), check out this website:
http:\/\/saveorquit.com\/author\/8rgk\/. I've had a lot of fun playing this game. Though I have to admit, allowing in a few
migrants and having my entire population die off is very annoying. Mods for sure make this game a lot more fun.. i completed
the game... but i didnt find any boobies....
Damn well game is kinda tricky... good game..
false advertisements.... \u2605\u2605\u2605\u00bd - [3.5\/5] - Very Good

The first thing that you will notice about Zeno Clash is how unique the artstyle, characters, and environments are. The
environments in Zeno Clash do a great job of capturing the world by having oddly shaped plants, unique animals, and
cities that possesses buildings made up of random scraps and strange architecture. What stands out the most to me, in
terms of the art, is how well-designed and interesting all of the characters are. All the characters in the storyline are
vastly different and possess interesting details such as tattoos, hats, and other accessories that add to their
individuality.

As the story progresses you learn all kinds of interesting facts about the people who inhabit the world of Zeno Clash
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and you are introduced to many more wonderful characters throughout the storyline. The characters are captivating by
themselves and the relationship dynamic between the two main characters is endearing. So with all this, in addition to
the mystery of Father-Mother\u2019s death I found myself completely captivated by the plot and even found the
resolution to be quite rewarding.

The core of Zeno Clashe\u2019s gameplay system is first person melee combat. While there is not a huge amount of
depth in this melee system, it does provide enough complexity to be enjoyable. This melee system on it\u2019s own
would likely become stale, however since the game does a phenomenal job of rapidly changing levels and slightly
altering the gameplay loop by use of various weapons this never comes close to being an issue. These different weapons
that you encounter add a lot to the combat and assist in changing up the gameplay formula frequently with some levels
and bosses being dedicated completely to the different weapon types. Having the first person melee system mixed in
with so many different types of weapons creates an overall combat system that can vary a good amount and offers a lot
of options on how to eliminate different enemies.

An area of the game that really shines is how impactful each encounter feels. Each battle starts off with this really cool
VS title card. It just sets the stage for an epic fist fight to happen and even though it is used for every encounter it
never once got old. This is most likely due to the brief nature of the game which clocks in at just under four hours from
start to finish. However, every minute of time spent in the world of Zeno Clash is fulfilling and there isn\u2019t a
second of filler content in the story or gameplay. Since there is no type of padding in the game you find yourself
constantly taking on new objectives such as hunting for food, fighting several different bosses, and gunning down
enemies. This amazingly well-done pacing of the game allows for it to be relentlessly fun and entertaining, the
developers could have easily padded the game with unnecessary enemy encounter in order to lengthen the game. But
thankfully, they didn\u2019t and this is probably one of the top reasons that is still holds up so well even ten years
later.

There are a few minor issue with Zeno Clash unfortunately. The most obvious being the really narrow field of view
that the game has by default. It can feel extremely claustrophobic at times when inside of buildings and is just so
limited in the amount of the environment that you are able to see. While you may not be able to adjust the field of view
option in the menu you are able to adjust a few text files in the games folder in order to get the game to have a higher
field of view. But, this does result in a few very minor visual issues such as disappearing parts of the sky and for some
reason made the cross hair for my guns disappear. The last nitpick I have is that it feels like you can cheat the game a
bit by constantly kicking enemies once they have fallen on the ground.

Overall, I think Zeno Clash, especially for a game that is ten years old at this point, is very good. It is absolutely a title
worth picking up if you are interested. There really are not to many good first person melee combat games and adding
on the unique setting and art style Zeno Clash has I would say that it is truly a gem of a game. Just be aware that is
pretty easy and a rather brief experience, but it is a title will stick with you even after completion because of how well
done the pacing is and how truly imaginative the story and characters are.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/8bn5fYRMFe8. I like this game alot the towers are solid the commanders are good and the game play is
smooth. there are a couple of things that i wish they could add that would make the game a little more comfortable for instance
a zoom would help alot because the screen is crowded Also a big thing that really should be in this game are Hotkeys plz if the
devs read this add hotkeys:D. those are the only things i would add to this game other then that great fun and cheap. Pros:
- Graphics still hold up to this day!
- OUTSTANDING sound, especially with a headset. Each shot is not a toy, but a terrifying panic-enducing alarm which you
must keep a level head through to survive.
- Damage makes sense - shot with a 9 mil? Are you wearing armor thick enough to stop it from killing you? Your leg is injured,
you are limping and bleeding in pain. That shotgun is too close, there is no surviving that.
- Monumental gameplay mechanics (described in my rant below)
- SO MANY MODS!

Cons:
- No online servers left alive (aside from 4 or 5 hard-to-find custom servers)
- AI is overpowered in some moments and stupid in others
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Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six 3 - were to start? I have infinite praise for this game.

This game is undeniably aged, but the gameplay mechanics still remain a pillar of tactical shooters to this day. Whether you go
on a mission with a team of expert counter-terorist operatives, or you head into a mission lone-wolf, alertness and strategy is key
to success - your life, your team's lives and the lives of helpless hostages all depend on your execution, which cannot be anything
less than perfect.

Before each mission you may chose from a range of multi-national Rainbow Operatives to accompany you on a mission. Each
operative has his/her specialty - be it alertness, stealth, leadership or skills with various equipment from breaching charges to
sniper support to clearing rooms in close-quarters combat. It is up to you to decide each member's loadout (primary, secondary,
type of ammunition, accessories, armor type, etc.,) You may chose to go in with a single squad or split up into 3 separate squads.
Then comes the fun part - mission planning: drawing up a master plan takes time and dedication to carrying out a successful
mission with zero casualties. Doing so you can rely on your fellow squad members to carry out your plans perfectly
automatically - while you are sweeping the basement another squad that you assembled will sweep the roof for you, according to
plan. But beware, everything relies on perfection.. This game is impossible to run. Me and my friend downloaded it at the same
time and it crashed both our PCs. For real don't buy it for the love of god. Also there is no multiplayer the trailers lie to you..
Although the addon strictly speaking is 'accurate', it is now of the high quality that I expected my 14.99 to be worth. I am
training in real life for a PPL on the Cessna 152, and I wish for a more accurate and usable simulator version for when I am not
flying in real life.
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